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SunLink Ships First “Made in Canada” PV Mounting Systems
San Rafael, Calif., June 02, 2010 -- SunLink Corporation, a leading provider of
solar PV mounting solutions, today announced the first shipment from its new
Ontario, Canada manufacturing facilities. The SunLink rooftop mounting system
(RMS) meets all local content requirements of the Ontario Power Authority’s
(OPA) under the progressive Green Energy and Green Economy Act.
“SunLink mounting solutions are especially well suited for the conditions of the
Ontario rooftop solar market” said Christopher Tilley, CEO of SunLink. “SunLink
has more experience than anyone in the industry in delivering reliable,
lightweight, roof-friendly mounting solutions into challenging environments,
including situations where there are high wind and snow loads, and buildings with
limited roof load capacity. We look forward working with integrators and
developers to accelerate the deployment of rooftop solar in Ontario.”
In addition to delivering its industry‐leading roof mount solution, SunLink offers
comprehensive engineering support services for its Canadian customers,
including: project layout and design support; extensive wind, snow, seismic and
structural analysis; and prepanelization services to speed onsite installation.
SunLink’s PV mounting solutions offer the lowest total installed cost in the
industry. SunLink systems are available in multiple tilt angles and nonpenetrating rooftop mounting options for a wide variety of solar panels,
guaranteeing flexible system design and high performance. SunLink’s offsite
prepanelization service reduces installed costs and maximizes labor efficiency on
the roof.
About SunLink
SunLink Corporation provides scalable solar module mounting solutions that
reduce costs and installation times and improve system performance. Leading
integrators and installers have chosen SunLink’s commercial rooftop and groundmounted systems on 100 MW of projects at 540 sites across North America.
SunLink's experienced engineering team provides comprehensive customer
service for each installation. Our fully customizable racking systems support
modules from nearly every manufacturer. For more information visit
www.sunlink.com.
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